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Abstract Blind quantum computation (BQC) can ensure a client with limited quantum capability safely

delegates computing tasks to a remote quantum server. In order to resist attacks from ignoring identity

authentication in BQC protocols, it is necessary to guarantee the legality of both clients and servers in a

multi-party BQC network. So we propose a multi-party BQC protocol involving three phases to distribute

shared keys and authenticate identities. Firstly, by using the advantages of measurement device independent

quantum key distribution (MDI-QKD), the registered client and the assigned server could share the initial

key safely in registration phase. Secondly, with the help of semi-honest certificate authority (CA), mutual

identity authentication phase realizes the two-way authentication from both sides through the shared key

simultaneously. Thirdly, in the blind quantum computing phase, a registered client can complete his comput-

ing task by just measuring the qubits from the assigned server rather than preparing the qubits. Moreover,

combined with first-in-first-out (FIFO) principle, clients’ authentication and blind quantum computing can

be processed in parallel. The protocol can also be applied in other multi-party BQC protocols with the

universality of resource states. Compared with other BQC protocols, the reliability of the protocol with

identity authentication is guaranteed, and the efficiency will be significantly reflected in real experiments.
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1 Introduction

With the help of quantum computing theory, the parallel computing speed and storage capacity of quan-
tum computer are far faster than the classical Turing machine model. It can be predicted that quantum
computer is likely to be used to solve some problems that the classical computer cannot effectively solve.
However, owing to the expensive cost and maintenance difficulties of quantum computer, the first gener-
ation of quantum computer is likely to be used in a ‘cloud’ operation mode. This means that users with
limited quantum capabilities or no quantum capabilities will delegate computing tasks to servers on the
cloud. If a client wants to delegate the computing tasks to a remote server confidentially, it must guar-
antee the privacy of the client’s input, output and algorithm. In the face of such a demand, the concept
of blind quantum computation (BQC) came into being [1]. In 2005, using the circuit-based quantum
computing model, Childs proposed the first blind quantum computation protocol [2], which requires the
client to have a large quantum memory and the ability to perform Pauli operations. In addition, the
client also needs the ability to access quantum channels. It can be seen that although the first blind
quantum computation protocol guarantees the blindness and privacy of the algorithm, the protocol still
requires the client to own quantum capabilities, which in fact does not meet the requirements of BQC.
Owing to the good prospect of blind quantum computation, it has been widely developed and become
the research goal of many researchers to design a universal blind quantum computation protocol with
classical clients [3–8]. For the purpose of enabling classical clients to successfully complete the delegated
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quantum computing, the ultimate goal of designing a BQC protocol is to reduce the required quantum
capability of the client. The optimal blind quantum computation protocol can ensure that the client is
completely classical [9], that is, the client receives or sends only classical information. In order to achieve
this goal, methods such as introducing a trusted third party [10] or more servers [4] have emerged. How-
ever, in order to ensure identity authentication, data integrity, fault tolerance and other goals, in most
single-server BQC protocols [11–15], it has been proved that the client cannot be completely classical
without trust third party [10], which means that the client needs at least the quantum memory or the
ability to access the quantum channel.

As an important kind of quantum secure multi-party computation, BQC addresses the question of
guaranteeing the security of quantum delegated computation between the classical client and the quantum
server. Apart from BQC, there are also other hot topics of interest in quantum secure multi-party
computation area, such as quantum private comparison [16–18] and quantum private query [19–21].
In the former, two parties that distrust each other can compare their secrets to see if they are equal.
The third party should be introduced to assist the comparison process. In the latter, the aim is to
ensure the security of the multi-user’s queries in the database, which can be seen 1-out-of-N oblivious
transfer protocol. In a word, these researches form a substrate for exploring a variety of applications in
quantum secure multi-party computation. In 2009, Broadbent, Fitzsimons and Kashefi (BFK) [3] first
proposed a universal blind quantum computation protocol via measurement-based quantum computation
(MBQC) model. The client only needs the ability to prepare the single-qubit states and sends them to the
server. The server should generate brickwork states, and measure the qubits in certain angles which are
determined by the instructions of the client, so that the server can help the client successfully complete
any computing task. Then, in 2012, Barz et al. [22] conducted experiments on the single-server BQC
protocol. In order to ease Alice’s burden in BFK protocol, Dunjko et al. [23] proposed a blind quantum
computation protocol based on the coherent states in 2012. In this protocol, Alice only needs to have a
more classical device to prepare coherent states instead of single-qubit states to complete blind quantum
computation. In 2013, Morimae et al. [24] proposed a protocol that Alice can successfully realize blind
quantum computation only by single-qubit measurements. Based on no-signaling principle, the device-
independent security of this protocol is more fundamental than the security of quantum mechanics. In
order to solve the problem that two servers cannot communicate in BFK protocol, in 2014, Li et al. [4]
proposed the almost classical client’s triple-server blind quantum computation protocol on the basis of
entanglement swapping. In this protocol, the client only needs to access quantum channel, and the server
can communicate with each other. Similarly, in 2016, Kong et al. [25] proposed multiple server BQC
protocol by using entanglement swapping. In this protocol, even if the client loses connection with one or
more servers, the client can flexibly delegate its computing tasks to the servers available in the network.
Unfortunately, even in the triple-server BQC protocol [4], the clients are not completely classical. Hence,
we should use as few quantum servers as possible in BQC protocol [10], meanwhile the quantum capability
required by the client should be reduced.

Quantum identity authentication is also an important aspect to guarantee quantum authentication
and a desirable property for BQC protocols. Especially in the network environment of multiple clients
and servers, the identity authentication of each participant is particularly important. Li et al. [26] first
introduced identity authentication to the field of blind quantum computation, and proposed single-server
BQC protocols and double-server BQC protocols that can resist man-in-the-middle attack and denial-of-
service attack. However, in [26], the third party must be trusted, and the client must have the quantum
ability to prepare the rotated single-qubit states and BB84 states. In fact, it cannot meet the requirements
of clients’ quantum capability in BQC. Hence, in the proposed protocol, the introduction of semi-trust
CA and load balancers is more applicable and practical. As for the secure distribution of the identity
shared key, in 2012, Lo et al. [27] proposed measurement device independent quantum key distribution
(MDI-QKD), which solved the security vulnerability caused by the imperfection of measurement device
in QKD protocol. In 2016, MDI-QKD was realized experimentally [9]. By combining with the decoy
technology, MDI-QKD shows good robustness, which not only effectively extends the distance of key
distribution, but also significantly improves the key generation rate. In theory, MDI-QKD can also be
directly extended to multi-party network, so MDI-QKD has an attractive application prospect in multi-
party network. In the proposed protocol, MDI-QKD is utilized in registration phase so that each legal
client can share an initial key with the corresponding server which is allocated by load balancers.

In blind quantum computation, there is a trade-off between multi-server approaches and any quantum
capability required by the client. The introduction of multi-server can easily reduce the quantum capabil-
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ities required by the client. Therefore, the most ideal setting is the BQC protocol composed of a classical
client and a single server. In this paper, a mutual identity authentication single-server BQC protocol is
proposed. Considering the development of quantum computer in the future, there will be more and more
user nodes and server nodes in the network. So the proposed single server BQC protocol with identity
mutual authentication is also considered in a certain scale of network. In addition, for a limited number
of servers in the network, how to assign more clients than servers to the server is also a problem that
needs to be considered in the identity authentication protocol in the network environment.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will briefly review two common single-server
blind quantum computation protocols. In Section 3, using the shared key generated in MDI-QKD, a
multi-party single-server BQC protocol with mutual identity authentication is proposed. Three phases
of the proposed BQC protocol are explained in network. Section 4 analyzes correctness, blindness and
security of the proposed BQC protocol. At last, Section 5 will discuss and summarize the proposed
protocol.

2 Review of common single-server BQC protocols

In this section, we will briefly review two common single-server BQC protocols and compare them. One is
that Alice is required to prepare rotated single-qubit states [3], and the other is that only Alice is required
to do single-qubit measurements [24] to realize the universal blind quantum computation protocol. Unlike
Protocol 1 where Alice needs to prepare states, the role of Alice in Protocol 2 has changed from preparing
quantum states to measuring single-qubit states, which greatly reduces the quantum capability required by
Alice. In the optical experiments, the measurement devices of photons are much easier to be maintained
than single-qubit state generation devices. In addition, the resource state in Protocol 2 can be any
universal quantum resource state in MBQC model, so the protocol also provides a general solution to
directly convert the MBQC model to blind BQC model.

2.1 Protocol 1: single-sever BQC protocol where Alice prepares states

(1-1) Alice prepares randomly rotated single-qubit states’ sequence {|+ θi〉} = { 1√
2
(|0〉+eiθi |1〉)}, where

θi ∈ {kπ4 |k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7}, and transmits it to Bob via quantum channel.
(1-2) According to the sequence obtained from Alice, Bob generates an universal resource state via

controlled-Z (CZ) operation CZa,b ≡ |0〉 〈0|a ⊗ Ib + |1〉 〈1|a ⊗ Zb , where (a, b) is a pair of qubits, Ib is
identity operator performed on qubit b and Zb is Pauli Z operator performed on qubit b.

(1-3) Alice computes the measurement angle δi, and transmits it to Bob through classical channel.
(1-4) Bob measures a qubit of resource state in {|±δi〉} basis, and returns the measurement results mi

to Alice.
(1-5) Repeat above (1-3) and (1-4) until the computation is completed. The measurement angle of

each step calculated by Alice needs to be corrected according to the Bob’s previous measurement result.
If Bob is honest, Alice will eventually get the correct computation results she wants.

2.2 Protocol 2: single-sever BQC protocol where Alice only measures states

(1-1) Bob generates a universal quantum resource state firstly.

(1-2) Bob sends each qubit of quantum resource state to Alice once a time.
(1-3) After Alice receives the qubit successfully, she would compute measurement angle that is decided

by the algorithm and previous measurement results and measure each qubit in the measurement angle.
(1-4) Repeat above (1-2) and (1-3) until Alice’s computation is completed. In other words, the coding

and measurement between Alice and Bob are repeated layer by layer.
In detail, Protocol 2 can be summarized as follows: through the server Bob’s resource state, the client

Alice can get the correct output through multiple single-qubit measurements. In [28, 29], Protocol 2 is
proved to have composable security. In addition, the direction of information flow in Protocol 2 is always
from the server to the client. In other words, the server transmits a fixed qubit in the graph state to
the client every time, so such a protocol is trivially blind and has device independent security based on
no-signaling principle. That is to say, Bob cannot get any information about Alice, even if Alice’s device
does not perform the operation correctly. Furthermore, based on variable quantum resource state in
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MBQC model, Protocol 2 provides a more universal BQC protocol, which can be extended to more BQC
protocols.

By comparing the above two single-server BQC protocols, it is easy to know that Protocol 1 includes
Alice’s preparation and Bob’s computation, while Protocol 2 includes Alice’s adaptive measurement and
Bob’s computation. Compared with Protocol 1, the role of Alice in Protocol 2 changes from state
preparation to state measurement, and Alice does not need quantum memory, so that clients are more
classical. In addition, it has been proved impossible to design a blind quantum computation protocol
with only a completely classical client and a single server [10], so a trusted third party must be introduced
into the design of a blind quantum computation protocol with a single server [30].

3 The proposed multi-party BQC protocol where Alice only measures states

In this section, we will introduce three phases of the proposed protocol in turn, that is, the registration
phase (quantum key distribution phase), identity authentication phase and blind quantum computing
phase, as shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that the registration phase is the necessary step before
each legitimate client joins the network, including the generation of initial key and the distribution of
specific server through load balancers. Only the legitimate client sharing the key with the specific server
can carry out mutual identity authentication phase and blind quantum computing phase subsequently.

In our multi-party network, there are four different roles: client, server, load balancer and semi-honest
certificate authority (CA). Load balancer is divided into the allocator of m clients Load Balancer A, and
the allocator of n servers, Load Balancer B. Phases 1 and 2 refer to client, server, Load Balancer A,
Load Balancer B and CA. The role of CA in the proposed protocol is different of CA in public-key
infrastructure, which needs only performing Bell measurement in Phase 1 and preparing non-orthogonal
states in Phase 2. Only the emergence of a third party can complete the process of authentication key
distribution and authentication of each other’s identity through authentication key. In Phase 3, only the
interaction between the client and the server is needed. In essence, Phase 3 is the single-server BQC
protocol mentioned above where Alice only measures states. Because of the assumption of quantum key
distribution, an unjammable public channel is required between each load balancer and CA in Phases 1
and 2. For security reasons, it should be noted that the clients, servers and load balancers are assumed
as honest ones.

3.1 Phase 1: registration phase (quantum key distribution phase)

The purpose of Phase 1 is to establish a point-to-point initial key between the client and the server based
on the MDI-QKD and assign a specific server to the registered client. In order to reduce the quantum
capability required by the client, the Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B are used to randomly pre-
pare single photon sequences. Only after all legitimate clients are registered, can subsequent identity
authentication and blind quantum computation be carried out. That is to say, each legitimate client in
the network is assigned a specific server and obtained shared key with the corresponding server. In order
to avoid the eavesdropping of Eve, the registration of each legitimate client in the network is carried out
in sequence. As long as the existence of Eve is found in decoy check, it is considered that the shared key
is at risk and the client needs to be registered again.

Before going further, the principle of MDI-QKD [31] is reviewed briefly. MBQC model plays an im-
portant role in the universal BQC protocol. In MBQC model, the universal quantum computing can be
realized by a series of single-qubit measurements acting on the universal resource state [5, 32–35]. The
common resource states are graph state [36], weighted graph state [37], hypergraph state [34] and brick-
work state [3,22]. As will be discussed latter, brickwork state would be used as the resource state to achieve
the proposed protocol. MDI-QKD is actually a three-party quantum key distribution process, which is
composed of Alice, Bob and a third party (TP) who is responsible for Bell-basis measurement. Firstly,
Alice and Bob will randomly prepare a series of single photon sequences |γ〉A, |γ〉B ∈ {|0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉}
under X or Z basis. Then TP will make joint Bell measurement on the photons |γ〉A|γ〉B received from
Alice and Bob, and return the measurement result RAB ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} to Alice and Bob across the
classical channel. If RAB = 00, then the Bell measurement result is BMR = |φ+〉AB. If RAB = 01,
then the Bell measurement result is BMR = |φ−〉AB. If RAB = 10, then the Bell measurement result is
BMR = |ψ+〉AB. If RAB = 11, then the measurement result is BMR = |ψ−〉AB. Next, Alice and Bob
will publish the basis used to prepare each photon respectively, and keep the bits under the measurement
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Figure 1 Flow chart of three phases in the proposed protocol.

Table 1 Distribution probabilities of CA’s Bell-basis measurement results (BMR) and single photons’ states |γ〉A|γ〉B
∣

∣φ+
〉

AB

∣

∣φ−
〉

AB

∣

∣ψ+
〉

AB

∣

∣ψ−
〉

AB

|0〉A|0〉B 1/2 1/2 0 0

|0〉A|1〉B 0 0 1/2 1/2

|1〉A|0〉B 0 0 1/2 1/2

|1〉A|1〉B 1/2 1/2 0 0

|+〉A|+〉B 1/2 0 1/2 0

|+〉A|−〉B 0 1/2 0 1/2

|−〉A|+〉B 0 1/2 0 1/2

|−〉A|−〉B 1/2 0 1/2 0

result BMR = |ψ−〉AB as the initial raw key, which means Alice and Bob share the same initial prepara-
tion basis in this instance. Finally, some bits of the initial raw key are selected for public comparison and
detection monitoring, and the real shared key is obtained after post-processing. Any two-qubit can be
expressed via four Bell bases, for example, |0〉A|1〉B = 1√

2
(|ψ+〉AB + |ψ−〉AB). Table 1 below lists corre-

sponding distribution probabilities of single photons’ states |γ〉A|γ〉B and CA’s Bell-basis measurement
results (BMR).

As shown above, when BMR = |ψ−〉AB Alice and Bob prepare the photons in the same X basis or Z
basis. In this situation, Alice’s and Bob’s quantum states |γ〉A|γ〉B can be |0〉A|1〉B, |1〉A|0〉B, |+〉A|−〉B,
|−〉A|+〉B, which means they are mutually orthogonal. Based on above three-party MDI-QKD scheme,
an extended multi-party MDI-QKD scheme whose network structure is tree-type is proposed as shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Information flow of each step in registration phase.

In this paper, Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B are responsible for the preparation of random
single photon sequences. The bit comparison and post-processing work are completed by the client and
the corresponding specific server, and the point-to-point shared key is finally shared between the client
and the server. Assume there are m clients and n servers in the network, where m > n, transmission of
information flow in each step of registration phase is shown in Figure 2.

General steps of registration phase.

S1-1. Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B prepare a series of single photon sequences randomly in
X basis or Z basis, denoted by SA and SB. Then Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B also prepare
decoy sequences with fixed length. The decoy states in {|0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉} are inserted into SA and SB,
and the new sequences are denoted as SA−decoy and SB−decoy. These two sequences are transmitted to
the client Ai and the corresponding server Bi mod n.

S1-2. After Ai and Bi mod n receive SA−decoy and SB−decoy, they both need to detect whether there is an
eavesdropper Eve in the quantum channel by decoy check. Next Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B
tell the positions and basis of decoy states to Ai and Bi mod n. After that, Ai and Bi mod n extract
out the decoy states of SA−decoy and SB−decoy, and measure them in the informed measurement basis.
Then Ai and Bi mod n broadcast their measurement results to Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B.
Later, Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B compute error rates which would be compared with the
predefined threshold.

S1-3. When any one of Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B finds the error rate is higher than
predefined threshold, a potential eavesdropper Eve is considered to exist in the channel, and turn to S1-1.
Otherwise, they can send their SA and SB to CA, and move to S1-4.

S1-4. CA receives both sequences from Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B and performs a Bell
measurement on each pair (a, b) of the sequences. CA encodes and records the measurement results
as RAB. The encoding rule is |φ+〉AB → 00, |φ−〉AB → 01, |ψ+〉AB → 10, |ψ−〉AB → 11. CA
sends RAB to Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B across the classical channel. Load Balancer A
and Load Balancer B then resend to Ai and Bi mod n.

S1-5. Once Ai and Bi mod n receive RAB successfully, Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B would
announce the basis of each states in SA and SB. It is important to note that by removing the decoy
states, Ai and Bi mod n can both obtain SA and SB. And then Ai and Bi mod n keep the bits under the
same basis as the raw key when RAB = 11.

S1-6. Considering the effect of eliminating the noise in the actual channel, Ai and Bi mod n choose part
of their raw keys to estimate error rate and detect eavesdropping. If error rate is below the threshold,
then the channel is secure. Then both Ai and Bi mod n can obtain the initial key KAi

and KBi
by using

error correction and privacy amplification, where KAi
and KBi

are in {0, 1}2. Bit 0 represents Z basis,
and bit 1 represents X basis.

S1-7. Repeat above steps until all clients finish the registration and obtain the shared key with a
specific server in the network. When m > n and i > n, Bi mod n needs store more than one keys in his
own memory securely so that the corresponding clients can authenticate each other in the next phase.

It should be noted that if no eavesdropper is found in the communication process, the shared key as
the authentication key can be used only once, and it also needs to be updated dynamically on a regular
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Figure 3 Information flow of each step in mutual identity authentication phase.

basis, so that the client and the server have new random shared authentication key to ensure the security
of the shared key; otherwise, if the eavesdropper is found, the shared authentication key in the network
needs to be updated immediately.

3.2 Phase 2: mutual identity authentication phase

The purpose of Phase 2 is to determine the legitimacy of the client and the server through the shared
authentication key, and ensure the identity authentication between the client and the server. In order to
prevent man-in-the-middle attack, through non-distinguishability of non-orthogonal states, semi-honest
CA would prepare non-orthogonal states and send them to Ai and Bi mod n. For the purpose of enhancing
efficiency and saving resources, Load Balancer A will selectively forward the authentication requests of
clients under the first-in-first-out (FIFO) principle, so that the work efficiency of servers can be maximized.
In the protocol, we assume that the channels between CA and Load Balancer A, Load Balancer B are
unjammable. Figure 3 shows the specific information flow in Phase 2.

General steps of mutual identity authentication phase.

S2-1. When a registered client Ai wants to delegate computing tasks to a remote quantum server, Ai
needs to send request i to Load Balancer A firstly across the classical channel.

S2-2. After receiving request i, Load Balancer A puts it into request queue. Then Load Balancer A
checks whether the corresponding server is available, and according to FIFO principle to retransmit the
request i to CA.

S2-3. CA prepares randomly non-orthogonal states |ϕ〉AB ∈ {|φ−〉AB , |ψ+〉AB , |Ψ+〉AB , |Φ−〉AB} with
length of 4k, where

∣

∣φ−
〉

=
1√
2
(|00〉 − |11〉),

∣

∣ψ+
〉

=
1√
2
(|01〉+ |10〉),

∣

∣Φ−〉 =
1√
2

(∣

∣φ−
〉

−
∣

∣ψ+
〉)

=
1√
2
(|0−〉 − |1+〉) = 1√

2
(|+ 1〉 − | − 0〉),

∣

∣Ψ+
〉

=
1√
2

(∣

∣φ−
〉

+
∣

∣ψ+
〉)

=
1√
2
(|0+〉+ |1−〉) = 1√

2
(|+ 0〉+ | − 1〉),

and transmits particleA’s sequence S′
A and particleB’s sequence S′

B with length of 4k to Load Balancer A
and Load Balancer B, respectively.

S2-4. After Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B receive S′
A and S′

B, they would generate two
sequence of decoy states with fixed length and insert decoy states into S′

A and S′
B. New sequences are

denoted by S′
A−decoy and S′

B−decoy, which send to Ai and Bi mod n separately with request i.
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Table 2 Correlation of CA’s non-orthogonal states and Ai’s & Bi mod n’s measurement results

|0〉B |1〉B |+〉B |−〉B
|0〉A

∣

∣φ−
〉

AB

∣

∣ψ+
〉

AB

∣

∣Ψ+
〉

AB

∣

∣Φ−
〉

AB

|1〉A
∣

∣ψ+
〉

AB

∣

∣φ−
〉

AB

∣

∣Φ−
〉

AB

∣

∣Ψ+
〉

AB

|+〉A
∣

∣Ψ+
〉

AB

∣

∣Φ−
〉

AB

∣

∣ψ+
〉

AB

∣

∣φ−
〉

AB

|−〉A
∣

∣Φ−
〉

AB

∣

∣Ψ+
〉

AB

∣

∣φ−
〉

AB

∣

∣ψ+
〉

AB

S2-5. Similar to S1-2, Ai and Bi mod n would detect whether there is an eavasdropper in the channel
and compute the error rate. If error rate is below the threshold, then Ai and Bi mod n would obtain the
original sequences S′

A and S′
B and continue S2-6. Otherwise, return to S2-3.

S2-6. Ai and Bi mod n measure S′
A and S′

B with the initial keys KAi
and KBi

generated in Phase 1,
and obtain the measurement results RAi

and RBi mod n
with length of 4k.

S2-7. RAi
and RBi mod n

with length of 3k are selected randomly and transmitted to Bi mod n and Ai
across the classical channel, together with the corresponding particle positions.

S2-8. CA encodes each of non-orthogonal states into classical bit sequence SAB and broadcasts it
unjammably to Ai and Bi mod n. The encoding rule is |φ−〉AB → 00, |ψ+〉AB → 01, |Φ−〉AB → 10,
|Ψ+〉AB → 11.

S2-9. According to Table 2, Ai and Bi mod n check independently whether the other side’s measurement
results are correct. In other words, assume that |ϕ〉AB = |ψ+〉AB, when the measurement result from Ai is
bit 1, the measurment result fromBi mod n should be bit 0. Otherwise, proverBi mod n fails to authenticate
for verifier Ai. Ai needs to return Phase 1 to reallocate another server. Conversely, if prover Ai fails
to authenticate for verifier Bi mod n, Bi mod n needs to abandon Ai and waits new authentication request.

S2-10. After success mutual identity authentication, Ai and Bi mod n need update shared keys by
keeping the rest of measurement results with length of k as new shared keys. Load Balancer A’s next job
is to forward new request i to CA via FIFO principle after checking which server is available. Ultimately,
repeat S2-3 to S2-10 until all requests in the queue are forwarded.

In addition to the key update step S2-10 in the identity authentication phase, the unused identity
authentication key also needs to be updated regularly to ensure the security of the protocol. In partic-
ular, the sequence of non-orthogonal states sent by CA contains the authentication string for identity
authentication and the next shared identity key information. CA does not know the initial key between
the client and the server, nor which bit string is selected between the client and the server for identity
authentication, so CA cannot steal the information between the client and the server for mutual identity
authentication.

3.3 Phase 3: multi-party blind quantum computation phase

Similar to Phase 2, this phase still deals with the computing requirements of different clients according to
the FIFO principle. Once the client and the server authenticate each other’s identities, they can directly
carry out the subsequent blind quantum computation without waiting for other clients to complete the
authentication. In the network, a significant advantage is that different clients can carry out blind
quantum computation in parallel, which greatly improves the efficiency of the server in the network, and
efficiently solves the requirements of multi-client quantum computing on demand. In this phase, with
the help of the advantage that Alice only needs to carry out the measurement operation to complete the
blind quantum computation in [24]. Any universal quantum resource states can be utilized in this phase
such as cluster state [32], brickwork state [3] or weighted graph state [37]. In order to describe the specific
process of BQC, brickwork state is used in the following phase, which can implement any unitary gates
via a universal gate set

{

CNOT, H, π8
}

. Brickwork state can realize universal quantum computation only
through the single-qubit measurements on the X-Y plane. The structure of brickwork state is shown in
Figure 1 in supplemental material of [3]. The measurement pattern of brickwork state is from left to
right. So the qubits of first column is the input of the algorithm, and the qubits of the last column is the
output.

General steps of blind quantum computation phase.
S3-1. After Ai and Bi mod n authenticate each other successfully, Bi mod n should generate a quantum

resource state, for example brickwork state Ga×b, where b ≡ 5 (mod8).
S3-2. Bi mod n sends a qubit (x, y) of brickwork state to Ai via quantum channel, and keeps the rest

of qubits in the quantum memory.
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S3-3. Ai computes the real measurement angle θ′x,y = (−1)s
X
x,yθx,y+ s

Z
x,yπ, where θx,y ∈

{

−π

4 , 0,
π

4 ,
π

2

}

is the desired measurement angle, sXx,y is summation (modulo 2) of all previous measurement results in

Xx,y, s
Z
x,y is summation (modulo 2) of all previous measurement results in Zx,y, s

X
0,y = sZ0,y = 0. Then Ai

needs to measure the received qubit (x, y) in basis {|± θ′x,y〉} = { 1√
2
(|0〉± e−iθ′x,y |1〉)}. The measurement

result is recorded as sx,y ∈ {0, 1}.
S3-4. Repeat above S3-2 and S3-3 until the computation is completed.
By using the brickwork state as a general quantum resource state, we realized the single-client single-

server blind quantum computation in the network. The measurement angle of the client according to
the algorithm will be affected by the previous measurement result, which is also the characteristic of
the MBQC model. Based on MBQC model, the desired algorithms can be achieved by lay-by-layer
measurement, which exists a dependency between measurement angles of different qubits in different
layers of the brickwork state. In an actual multi-client and multi-server network, it may be necessary to
deal with the blind quantum computing requests of many clients in network. As long as it is not a client
that corresponds to the same server, parallel computing can be performed, which greatly improves the
efficiency in network. Work efficiency also ensures that the needs of many clients in the network can be
efficiently solved. In addition, because this phase does not involve the participation of Load Balancer A,
Load Balancer B and CA, and the identity authentication phase does not affect the normal execution of
blind quantum computing. So when there are available servers in the network, identity authentication
and multi-party blind quantum computation can be performed simultaneously according to the FIFO
principle, which ensures the fairness of the protocol and the efficient work of the servers in the network.

4 Correctness, blindness and security analysis

In this section, we show the correctness, blindness and security of the proposed multi-party BQC protocol,
which are three basic elements of analyzing BQC protocols. Each analysis would be considered in each
phase of the proposed protocol. Because the correctness of Phases 1 and 2 is shown in Section 3. So
correctness analysis here is focused on Phase 3. Blindness refers to the privacy of inputs, algorithms and
outputs of the clients while delegating quantum computing. Hence the blindness analysis here concerns
in Phase 3 as well. As for the security analysis, the security of all three phases should be discussed under
insider and outsider attacks.

4.1 Correctness analysis

Correctness refers to the correct outputs of the algorithms if the clients run the correct pattern in Phase 3.
It should be noted that Phases 1 and 2 are completely uncorrelated with the correctness of client’s outputs.
Assume both clients and servers follow the steps in Phase 3. Then the outputs are correct.
Proof. Brickwork state we used in Phase 3 is same as the resource state in [3]. In MBQC, brickwork
state is a universal quantum state that can implement any unitary operations (gates) through a universal
gate set {CNOT, H, π8 }. Figures 3–6 in supplemental material of [3] show the implementation of each gate

by measuring the qubits of a brickwork state’s unit in {|± θ′x,y〉} basis, where θ′x,y = (−1)s
X
x,yθx,y + sZx,yπ

and θx,y ∈ {−π

4 , 0,
π

4 ,
π

2 }. Figure 7 in supplemental material of [3] illustrates the stacking style of three
unitary gates of brickwork state if the input is four qubits. We can extend the three unitary gates with
four input states to a larger brickwork state, so the clients in the proposed protocols can finish computing
tasks by layer-by-layer measurements. If the output is quantum information, then the servers need to
send the last layer to the clients after clients’ measurements. If the output is classical information, then
the client can obtain the outcomes directly through the client’s previous measurement results. Therefore,
the correctness of the protocol is proved via MBQC model in [3].

4.2 Blindness analysis

The blindness analysis of the proposed protocol is mainly considered in stage of blind quantum computing,
that is in Phase 3. The blindness of BQC should guarantee the privacy of inputs, algorithms and outputs.
The preparation of the inputs is included in the client’s computation part so that the blindness of the
inputs is kept secret on the client side. Without loss of generality, client’s measurement angles of the
proposed BQC are the algorithms that the client wants to keep privacy. So the blindness proofs the
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protocol can be verified via the blindness of client’s measurement angles and outputs. Similar with
the mathematical proofs in supplemental material of [24, 38], Bayes’ theorem can be utilized to prove
the blindness of measurement angles and outputs. That is, the conditional probability distributions
of measurement angles and outputs known by the servers should be equal to their priori probability
distributions. When the servers obtain some classical information such as the measurement angles of the
clients at any time, the servers would attempt to learn something about the clients’ computation angles
or outputs from the measurement outcomes of any positive-operator valued measurements (POVMs) on
their systems.
Proof. Suppose A is the random variable related with the measurement results of the clients’ algorithms,
and O is the random variable related with the outputs of the algorithms. Let T be the random variable
related with the time that the servers choose to get the clients’ privacy, and K be the random variable
related with the servers’ knowledge about the clients’ algorithms via POVMs. According to no-signaling
principle, the choice of measurement angles and the servers’ knowledge about the clients’ algorithms are
independent events. Then we can get

P (A = θ′x,y|T = τx,y,K = kx,y) =
P (A = θ′x,y, T = τx,y,K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y,K = kx,y)

=
P (T = τx,y|A = θ′x,y,K = kx,y)P (A = θ′x,y,K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y,K = kx,y)

=
P (T = τx,y|A = θ′x,y,K = kx,y)P (A = θ′x,y)P (K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y|K = kx,y)P (K = kx,y)

= P (A = θ′x,y)
P (T = τx,y|A = θ′x,y,K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y|K = kx,y)

= P (A = θ′x,y).

As shown in above formulas, it implies that the conditional probability distribution of measurement
angles known by the severs is equal to the prior probability distribution of the clients’ measurement
angles. It means that the servers cannot determine the algorithms of the clients even if they perform any
POVMs on their systems.

In a similar way, the blindness of the outputs of the algorithms can be proved as follows:

P (O = o|T = τx,y,K = kx,y) =
P (O = o, T = τx,y,K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y,K = kx,y)

=
P (T = τx,y|O = o,K = kx,y)P (O = o,K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y,K = kx,y)

=
P (T = τx,y|O = o,K = kx,y)P (O = o)P (K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y|K = kx,y)P (K = kx,y)

= P (O = o)
P (T = τx,y|O = o,K = kx,y)

P (T = τx,y|K = kx,y)

= P (O = o).

It shows that the conditional probability distribution of outputs known by the severs is equal to the
prior probability distribution of the outputs. So the outputs of the algorithms are independent of the
server’s knowledge via any POVMs at any time. Therefore, the blindness of the measurement angles and
outputs is satisfied by using the Bayes’ theorem. Just as the advantages of no-signaling principle, the
measurement angles are only computed and known by the clients. No matter which type of POVMs is
chosen, the servers cannot get any information or knowledge about the clients’ algorithms and outputs.

4.3 Security analysis

In this network, in addition to the multiple classic clients and multiple quantum servers that must be
included in the blind quantum computation protocol, it also involves the roles of providing request queue
management, key distribution, and mutual identity authentication, that is, CA, Load Balancer A and
Load Balancer B. In security analysis, it is necessary to prevent insider attacks (CA, client, server) and
outsider attacks (impersonation attack, intercept-resend attack, entangle-measure attack). The protocol
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consists of three phases—the registration phase (quantum key distribution stage), the mutual identity
authentication phase, and the blind quantum computing phase. Next, the security under insider attacks
and outsider attacks in each phase will be discussed separately.

4.3.1 Security analysis of Phase 1

The security of Phase 1 mainly relies on the MDI-QKD protocol, and the MDI-QKD protocol has been
strictly proven to be safe [39]. MDI-QKD solves the security vulnerability that measurement equipment
may bring. Under actual experimental conditions, it is safe under the attack of the defects of quantum
devices, providing an information-theoretically secure quantum key distribution. Neither CA nor Eve can
determine whether the quantum states in the sequence sent by Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B
were prepared under the X basis or Z basis, so any dishonest measurement results may be discovered. On
the one hand, assuming that the quantum states of the corresponding positions in the Load Balancer A
and Load Balancer B are |0〉A and |1〉B respectively, the measurement result of the dishonest CA would
only be |ψ+〉AB and |ψ−〉AB. The occurrence probability of the two measurement results is 1/2. If the
dishonest CA returns the wrong measurement result |φ+〉AB and |φ−〉AB, the detection probability of
dishonest behavior is 1/2. In the error detection, the probability that the dishonest CA is discovered
is proportional to the length of the sequence, so the length of the sequence needs to be determined
appropriately so that the dishonest CA can be discovered with a certain probability. On the other
hand, when Eve maliciously intercepted the Bell measurement results of CA, according to the nature
of MDI-QKD, the measurement results only show whether the quantum states of Load Balancer A and
Load Balancer B are the same or opposite, and it cannot be inferred the shared identity key. For example,
if Eve obtains the result |φ+〉AB, because |φ+〉 = 1√

2
(|00〉+ |11〉) = 1√

2
(|++〉+ |−〉), then Eve can only

get that the quantum states of Load Balancer A and Load Balancer B are the same. Eve cannot judge
whether the quantum state is prepared in X basis or Z basis. So the key distribution process is absolutely
secure under the attacks from dishonest insider CA or outsider Eve. In addition, because there may be
noise in the actual channel, Eve may obtain part of the key information under the cover of the noise,
which ultimately causes the keys of Alice and Bob to be completely different, and directly affects the
security and accuracy of the key. As long as the bit error rate is within an acceptable range, then the
security enhancement technology can reduce the mutual information obtained by Eve to an arbitrary
small. Therefore, the accuracy and security of the shared key are improved by correcting the error of the
raw key and applying secret enhancement technology.

In the protocol, CA is semi-honest and does not affect the security of the protocol. That is to say,
whether the CA in the protocol is honest or not, the shared key between the legitimate client and
the specific server can always be generated safely. However, according to the premise of MDI-QKD,
in this stage, we need to assume that the single photon preparation devices of Load Balancer A and
Load Balancer B are safe. For the classical clients in the registration stage, because the key distribution
process of different clients is an independent event, whether the client is camouflaged by Eve in this phase
will not affect the next legitimate client to obtain a secure initial key. In addition, because the MDI-
QKD process of each legitimate client is independent, combined with the decoy state check technology,
eavesdropper Eve in the network will have a certain probability to be found, preventing the intercept-
resend attack and entangle-measure attack. A key assumption in MDI-QKD is that classical channels
cannot be eavesdropped. Therefore, even if Eve tries to carry his computing tasks by pretending to be the
client that just sends the legitimate request, and assuming that Eve has passed the decoy check, however,
Eve cannot get the CA’s measurement result RAB by eavesdropping the classical channel, and finally Eve
cannot share the key with the legal server, and cannot reach his goal through the impersonation attack.

4.3.2 Security analysis of Phase 2

In Phase 2, on the basis of MDI-QKD, a scheme of mutual identity authentication is provided for both
clients and servers. In the classical mutual identity authentication protocol, using the two pairs of keys
shared between CA and client, CA and server, honest CA needs two independent processes to authenticate
the identity of client and server respectively. However, in the authentication phase, the information flow
is transmitted from CA to the client or the server. The role of CA is only to prepare and transmit non-
orthogonal states sequence. The client and server can use only one pair of initial shared key to perform
mutual identity authentication at the same time. They will not return the key information about identity
authentication to the CA, and the bit string used by the client and server for identity authentication is
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unknown to the CA. Compared with the CA in the classical authentication, the CA in Phase 2 cannot get
the identity key and authentication information of the legitimate client and the server even after repeated
attempts. Therefore, no matter there is dishonest CA or Eve in Phase 2, the security of the client and
the server can be guaranteed by using the initial security key and randomly selected authentication string
shared between the client and the server.

In addition, because the CA in Phase 2 sends the non-orthogonal states, based on the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle and non-cloning theorem, the non-orthogonal states cannot be distinguished accu-
rately. Any operation on the quantum state may cause changes in the measurement results of the receiver,
so it provides unconditional security in theory. Eve cannot distinguish the intercepted non-orthogonal
states with ambiguity, so the identity authentication under Eve’s intercept-measure-resend attack is se-
cure. Of course, through the use of decoy check technology, we can also avoid Eve’s intercept-resend
attack and entangle-measure attack, because the client and the server will discover the existence of these
attacks with non-zero probability. It should be noted that in order to ensure the security of the shared
identity key, the shared key used as the authentication key in this protocol is only applicable once, and
the identity key will be updated dynamically on a regular basis. The security of the authentication
process depends on whether the previous shared identity key is updated, so it is very important to use
MDI-QKD to ensure the security of the initial authentication key. The update of the shared identity
key avoids Eve using the information of the shared key leaked during the authentication to obtain the
quantum computing resources. Furthermore, before the client and the server independently check each
other’s identity, they need to publish the partial measurement results and corresponding positions. How-
ever, whether Eve pretends to be a client or a server, he cannot publish the measurement results and
the corresponding location correctly. Hence, after CA publishes the non-orthogonal state, that is, when
verifier Alice or Bob checks the identity of the other party, he will realize the existence of illegal Eve in
tampered quantum channel and/or classical channel.

In particular, mutual identity authentication is a necessary step before blind quantum computation,
so Eve may interfere with the authentication process between the legal client and the server through
the denial-of-service attack, and then influence the blind quantum computing of the legal client in the
queue. Eve constantly sends requests to Load Balancer A through pretending to be a client. However,
because Eve does not have the shared key in the registration phase, Eve cannot accurately measure
the non-orthogonal states from the CA, so Bob can detect Eve’s illegal identity in the mutual identity
authentication phase which would fail Eve’s identity authentication. Then Load Balancer A processes
the request of the next client in the queue according to the FIFO principle, so even if Eve exists in the
network, it will not affect the normal processing of the request of other clients.

4.3.3 Security analysis of Phase 3

In Phase 3, based on no-signaling principle, a single-server BQC scheme was proposed, which shows a
stronger security which is composable security [29]. No-signaling principle is more fundamental than
quantum mechanics, so the security of this BQC scheme is inherent and it satisfies device-independent
security. No matter the server Bob only sends the qubits to Alice, but it will not get the information about
what measurement has been made by Alice to the received qubits, so Bob will not get Alice’s information.
In most BQC protocols, there needs to be two-way communication between the classical client and the
quantum server. However, in our BQC protocol where Alice measures, only one-way communication is
needed, that is, there is only one-way information flow from Bob to Alice. Therefore, this protocol offers a
simpler and stronger security. As shown in [24], this BQC protocol offers the device-independent security,
which means the less requirements for the client’s device. That is to say, even the client’s device does not
work correctly, Bob, CA or Eve cannot obtain any information about Alice’s computation, which keeps
the security of this phase both in insider or outsider attacks.

5 Comparison and conclusion

In this section, the details of the protocol are discussed in three phases. Next, we make multiple aspects
of comparison between the proposed multi-party BQC protocol and common BQC protocols. Through
the comparison shown in Table 3, the contributions of the proposed protocol are concluded as well. At
last, the future work is also illustrated.
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Table 3 Comparison between our proposed protocol and other BQC protocols

Our multi-party
protocol

Single-server
protocol [24]

Single-server
protocol [26]

Double-server
protocol [31]

Triple-server
protocol [4]

Client’s capability Only measuring states Only measuring states Preparing states Classical Preparing states

Server’s capability Preparing states Preparing states Measuring states Measuring states Measuring states

Server’s number n One One Two Three

Third party Semi-honest None Trusted Trusted None

Resources states Any universal resource state Brickwork state Brickwork state Hyperentangled state Bell states

Extra features
Identity authentication,

multi-party
None

Identity

authentication
Noisy None

In conclusion, a multi-party blind quantum computation protocol with mutual identity authentication
was proposed to meet the identity authentication requirements in field of delegated quantum computing.
There are three main contributions in the protocol. Firstly, the almost classical clients can securely dele-
gate their computing tasks to a remote quantum server after mutual identity authentication. Compared
with other BQC protocols with almost classical clients, quantum memory is not required in the protocol.
Along with the device-independent security of the protocol, it embodies to the significance in theory and
experiment. Secondly, quantum authentication is provided novelly in the field of BQC to meet the basic
requirements of identity authentication in quantum cryptography. Finally, the construction of quantum
multi-party network in this protocol will provide a better reference for the popularization and practicality
of entrusted quantum computing in the future. Besides, the quantum resource states in the protocol is
general which makes the protocol adapted to other multi-party BQC protocols.

Specifically speaking, the proposed protocol consists of three phases: registration phase, mutual identity
authentication phase and blind quantum computing phase, which relate to the distribution of initial
identity key, the identity authentication of requested client and the corresponding server and the secure
single-server blind quantum computation, respectively. Learned from classical computing network, load
balancers are introduced to check the availability of each requested server and manage different clients’
requests. In Phase 1, the combination of decoy technology and MDI-QKD improves the anti-attack
ability of the system from the aspect of experimental implementation, so as to improve the availability
of the system. Then in Phase 2, on the one hand, the sequences of non-orthogonal states consist of
authentication string and next shared key’s information, which protect the security under Eve’s attacks.
On the other hand, the simultaneous mutual identity authentication process via semi-honest CA improves
the efficiency and accuracy of the protocol in some detail. In Phase 3, based on no-signaling principle,
a practical single-server blind quantum computation scheme with only Alice’s measuring is proposed
and provides a stronger security than other BQC protocols. Therefore, the proposed multi-party BQC
protocol with identity authentication would contribute to future work of multi-party BQC in real network.

In order to elaborate on the contributions of the proposed BQC protocol, we make a comparison
between the proposed multi-party BQC protocol and other common BQC protocols with single-server,
double-server and triple-server in [4, 24, 26, 31]. As shown in Table 3, there are four advantages of the
proposed multi-party BQC protocol. First of all, multiple classical clients with limited quantum capability
who can measure states could finish ‘cloud’ quantum computing securely with a certain assigned server
in the multi-party network, which has enriched the research in multi-party BQC networks. Secondly, in
our proposed protocol, any universal quantum resource state can be utilized which makes it more flexible
and applicable to other universal BQC protocols. Thirdly, combined with MDI-QKD, this BQC protocol
guarantees the security of pre-shared keys. Mutual identity authentication of BQC in network makes the
protocol more reliable and practical in the future. Moreover, inspired by distributed cloud computing,
load balancers are introduced to manage the requests from different clients fairly and dynamically. Hence,
the work efficiency of servers is maximized and the latency time of each requested client is minimized in
the proposed multi-party network. Obviously, the reliability and efficiency of the proposed protocol can
be reflected in real experiments.

Besides from the identity authentication, it would be interesting to research a verifiable multi-party
BQC protocol with mutual identity authentication in multi-party network, so that the client can prevent
the server’s dishonest behaviors and verify the outputs’ correctness in follow-up work. For a verifiable
protocol, it also brings some additional overhead and cost, such as the difficulty of preparing and main-
taining entangled states between multi quantum servers. Therefore, whether a classical client with no
quantum capability can achieve a secure verifiable BQC with mutual identity authentication needs to be
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further discussed.
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